Circular No 176/2020
Dated 5 June 2020
To Members of the Malaysian Bar
Report of Bar Council Survey | The Effect of the
Movement Control Order on Law Firm Owners of the Malaysian Bar
We refer to Circular No 107/2020 entitled “SURVEY | Bar Council Would Like to Know
How Our Members are Managing During MCO and Beyond the COVID-19 Pandemic” dated
15 Apr 2020, with regard to how the Movement Control Order (“MCO”) has affected
Members in general, but in particular, law firm owners.
The survey was conducted, by utilising an online platform and there were a total of 844
respondents. The Bar Council is grateful to the respondents that participated in the survey,
and will continue with its endeavour to use the information received in its ongoing effort to
assist Members during these uniquely challenging times.
In the meantime, we have compiled the information and findings from the survey into a
report entitled “The Effect of the Movement Control Order on Law Firm Owners of the
Malaysian Bar”. Please click here to read the report (see pages 2 to 100).
The Bar Council welcomes any suggestions by Members, after taking into account the survey
results, to overcome the challenges faced by Members.

Thank you.
A G Kalidas
Secretary
Malaysian Bar

The Effect of the Movement Control Order
on Law Firm Owners of the Malaysian Bar
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Objective

: The objective of this survey is:
1. To understand the financial implications for law firm owners due
to the Movement Control Order (“MCO”) emanating from the
COVID-19 pandemic.
2. To identify areas to help law firm owners.
3. To develop an action plan to help law firm owners.

Focus subject

: Law firm owners (sole proprietors and partners of law firms)

Methodology

: Bar Council issued a circular about the survey to members of the Bar based
on the membership database as at 10 Apr 2020. The survey was carried
out using Google’s online survey platform. There are 41 questions
divided in seven sections. The questions range from multiple choice,
checkboxes and questions requiring elaborated answers.

Area of interests : 1. The Law Practice – firm demographics, eg location, size
2. Financial Management
3. Feedback on Specific Topics (non-legal related)
4. Practice Area – Conveyancing
5. Practice Area – Litigation
6. Practice Area – Specialised Practice
7. Feedback on Bar Council

Duration

: 10 Apr to 20 Apr 2020
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Observation

: 1. The survey was completed by 844 respondents.
2. There are at least 15 respondents where the response is questionable
suggesting that it was completed by a legal assistant or pupil in the firm.
3. The survey was carried out on the same day the Government announced
the Stimulus Packages.

Note

:

Two circulars were issued to inform or remind members to complete the
survey:
a. Circular No 094/2020 | Survey: Bar Council Would Like to Know
How Our Members are Surviving During MCO and Beyond the
COVID-19 Pandemic; and
b. Circular No 107/2020 | SURVEY | Bar Council Would Like to
Know How Our Members are Managing During MCO and Beyond
the COVID-19 Pandemic.

Disclaimer

:

This Report is prepared by Bar Council Malaysia. The Report has been
prepared for the purpose set out in Circular No 094/2020 dated 10 Apr
2020. The summary of feedback compiled in this report is not listed in
any particular order of preference.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
In an effort to gauge how Members of the Malaysian Bar are managing during the Movement
Control Order (“MCO”) imposed by the Malaysian Government since 18 March 2020, the Bar
Council Malaysia conducted an online survey among law firm owners from 10 to 20 April
2020. The survey is specifically meant for sole proprietors or partners of law firms in
Peninsular Malaysia, with the objective to obtain information from owners of law firms,
primarily on the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on their practice. At the end of the survey
period, a total of 844 responses were collected.
Background
The majority of respondents’ law practices in Peninsular Malaysia appear to consist of one
lawyer (50.1%), followed by firms with between 2 and 5 lawyers (43.2%). Law firms with
more than 100 lawyers appear miniscule in comparison, at 0.03%.
The states of Selangor, Federal Territory of Kuala Lumpur, Johore and Penang have the largest
concentration of law firms, with Selangor at the top of the list with 2,415 law firms, followed
by Kuala Lumpur (2,263), Johore (800) and Penang (687). At the other end of the scale are
Perlis and the Federal Territories of Putrajaya and Labuan, with 30, 17 and 10 law firms.
Findings
Respondents to the survey had indicated that the majority of law firms — making up 21.6% of
law firms — have been operating from between 3 and 5 years. This is followed by law firms
that have been operating from between 6 and 10 years (14.2%). Law firms that have been in
existence for less than 6 months, only make up 4.6% of the total number of firms.
From the survey, we found that the largest areas of practice among respondents, are
conveyancing and civil litigation. This is supported by data provided by Jardine Lloyd
Thompson Sdn Bhd, the Professional Indemnity Insurance Scheme broker.
With regard to the sustainability of operations, the survey revealed that 80.9% of respondents
did not expect to make it past 3 months; cumulatively, 96.4% of respondents did not expect to
make it past 6 months. A minority of respondents indicated that they would remain sustainable
beyond 12 months.
The survey also revealed that 35.9% of respondents indicated that they would suffer losses of
up to RM50,000 for the months between March and September 2020, while 29.5% of
respondents expected to incur losses of between RM100,001 to RM500,000 during the same
period. Those that expected losses of more than RM3,000,000 during the same period, are in
the minority.
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The majority of respondents (54.1%) were confident that they would not need to make any
changes to their law practices, while a fraction of respondents (8.1%) were contemplating
ceasing practice altogether or were considering closing their law practices (13.2%). The
remaining respondents however, appeared hopeful that they could continue practising law by
downsizing (41.8%) or merging their practices (9.5%).
Respondents who wished to continue with operations by downsizing and merging their law
firms found that it was necessary to do so in order to reduce the overall cost of operations,
including rationalising salaries and retrenching employees. The majority of respondents
however wished to continue with operations without major changes.
The obvious challenges faced by law firms during the MCO included loss or reduction in
income and disruption in normal operations. The feedback from respondents clearly indicated
an inability to operate remotely and the inability to access ancillary services provided by public
and private sector entities. Apart from the financial impact on law firms, an observation can be
made, albeit superficially, that a lack of reliance on technology and digitalisation by law firms
and other entities, has contributed to operational disruptions.
With regard to the Government’s PRIHATIN stimulus package, the feedback was generally
negative in that there were issues with accessibility and insufficient amounts. Some feedback
however indicated that respondents are averse to taking on additional financial burdens with
loans.
When asked about how the Bar Council could assist Members, the responses ranged from
waiver of annual levies and subscription fees, to reviewing the rules pertaining to group law
practice and publicity.
It is also pertinent to note that respondents appear to recognise the role of technology in dealing
with operational difficulties and disruptions. However, only 39.4% agreed that they would
consider using remote communication technology for online hearings (not trial), while 35.5%
of respondents disagreed with the use of remote communication technology for online hearings
and 25.1% remained ambivalent. Issues like internet speed, lack of facilities and practicality,
were among the issues that were raised in the survey regarding online hearings. As for
conducting online trials (not hearings), there was a much stronger opposition, with 61.2%
disagreeing with the idea. Only 17% of respondents favoured conducting trials using remote
communication technology.
The Bar Council is grateful to the respondents that participated in the survey. The information
that was acquired will be most helpful for the Bar Council to understand the situation that
Members of the Bar are facing, as well as formulate ideas and assistance for Members of the
Bar.
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A. COMPOSITION OF THE MALAYSIAN BAR
1. Membership of the Malaysian Bar
In order to understand the survey findings better, a snapshot of the Malaysian Bar’s
demographic is provided in the following charts.

Chart A1: Membership of the Malaysian Bar in the past
four years

On average, the increase in membership of the Malaysian Bar in a year is 9.5%.

Chart A2: Increase in lawyers by year
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2. Law Firms of Members of the Malaysia Bar
The structure of law firms are either in the form of a sole proprietorship or a partnership.
Law firms vary in size, ranging from a single lawyer firm to firms with multiple partners.
Currently there are 8,219 law firms (including branches).

Chart A3: Size of law firms in 2020

A breakdown of law firms according to state is shown below:

Chart A4: Distribution of law firms according to state in 2020
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3. Areas of Practice
Law firms in Peninsular Malaysia provide service in a variety of practice area. Based on
the Professional Indemnity Insurance Scheme Broker, Jardine Lloyd Thompson Sdn Bhd
(“JLT”) data for 2020, civil litigation and conveyancing practice are the top services law
firm provide.

Including:
Company/commercial
or financial work,
Intellectual property,
Syariah practice,
YBGK

Chart A5: Hierarchy of areas practised by law firms in 2020
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B. SURVEY FINDINGS - YOUR LAW PRACTICE

Q1: How long have you set up this law practice/branch?
•

Less than 6 months

•

7 to 12 months

•

1 to 2 years

•

3 to 5 years

•

6 to 10 years

•

11 to 15 years

•

16 to 20 years

•

21 to 30 years

•

More than 30 years

Respondents were provided with pre-set answers to choose from that best suit their law
practice/branch. Only one answer required per respondent.
(4.6%)
(4.3%)
(11.6%)
(6.8 %)

6.8 %

(21.6%)
(14.2%)

4.6%
4.3%

(11.6%)
(11.5%)
(12.8 %)
(6.8 %)

Chart B1: Maturity of law firms in the survey
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Q2: What is the area of practice?

Respondents were provided with pre-set answers to choose from that best suit their law
practice/branch. More than one answer can be submitted per respondent.
Based on 844 responses, the answers are recorded as percentage.

Areas of Practice

Percentage

Conveyancing of commercial and residential real estate

76.5%

Civil litigation

75.3%

Company/ Corporate/ Commercial or Financial Work (eg
acquisitions, takeover, share issues, general company and
commercial work excluding conveyancing work etc)

35.5%

Insolvency, Administration or Liquidations

29.5%

Criminal litigation

21.4%

Taxation, Estate Planning, Executorship and Trusteeship

18.7%

Intellectual Property

10.1%

Others:
Syariah

1.4%

Family Law

0.7%

YBGK

0.5%

Agreements, documentation

0.2%

Immigration law

0.2%

Industrial relation

0.2%

Shipping, aviation, offshore, oil and gas

0.2%

Accident matters

0.1%

Company secretary

0.1%
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Construction

0.1%

Corporate, capital market

0.1%

Divorce, probate etc

0.1%

Insurance

0.1%

Military, court martial

0.1%

Private wealth

0.1%

Property management

0.1%

Will writing

0.1%
Table B1
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Q3: Where is this law practice/branch located?
•

Johore

•

Pahang

•

Terengganu

•

Kedah

•

Perak

•

WP Kuala Lumpur

•

Kelantan

•

Perlis

•

WP Putrajaya

•

Melaka

•

Penang

•

WP Labuan

•

Negeri Sembilan

•

Selangor

Respondents were provided with pre-set answers to choose from that best suit their law
practice/branch. Only one answer required per respondent.

0.9%

0.5%

1.8%
0.9%
2.5%
2.8%
0.8%

(7.5%)

(2.5%)

(1.8%)

3.6%

2.5%

(0.9%)
(32.1%)

(3.6%)

(0.9%)

(0.8%)

(2.5%)

(8.1%)
(2.8%)

(0.5%)
(No feedback recorded)

(35.9%)

Chart B2: Location of law firms in the survey
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Q4: How many lawyers are in this law practice/branch?
•

1

•

2 to 5

•

6 to 10

•

11 to 15

•

16 to 20

•

21 to 30

•

31 to 40

•

41 to 50

•

51 to 100

•

101 to 200

•

More than 200

Respondents were provided with pre-set answers to choose from that best suit their law
practice/branch. Only one answer required per respondent.
(29.5%)
(57.5%)
(9.1%)
(1.9%)
3.9%

(0.5%)
(0.2%)
(0.5%)
(0.1%)
(0.4%)
(0.4%)
(No feedback recorded)

Chart B3: Number of lawyers based on law firms in the survey

Observation:
a. Extracted data based on law firm size and years of establishment, refer appendix A;
b. Extracted data based on law firm size and location, refer appendix B.
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Q5: How many non-legal staff are employed in this law practice/branch
(excluding pupils in chambers)?
•

None

•

1

•

2 to 5

•

6 to 10

•

11 to 15

•

16 to 20

•

21 and above

Respondents were provided with pre-set answers to choose from that best suit their law
practice/branch. Only one answer required per respondent.
Total non-legal staff employed recorded is 850.
(19.6%)
(15.2%)
10.6%

(42.7%)
(11.9%)
(4.1%)
(2.5%)
(4%)

Chart B4: Number of legal staff employed based on law firms in the survey
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Q6: Does this law practice/branch have pupils in chambers? If yes, how many:

Respondents may choose to provide an answer that best suit their law practice/branch.
This question is optional to answer.
Total responses: 517

No of pupils in
law firm

Percentage

0

48%

1

15%

2

13%

3

2%

4

3%

5

1%

6

1%

7

2%

No record of law firms having 8 or 9 pupils
10

1%

15

8%

20

6%

TOTAL

100%

Chart B5: Pupils undergoing pupillage in law firms

Observation:
a. Total pupils recorded: 708.
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Q7: Type of premises.
•

Rented/Lease

•

Owned – no more loans

•

Owned – ongoing bank loan

Respondents were provided with pre-set answers to choose from that best suit their
law practice/branch. Only one answer required per respondent.

6%
(77.4%)
(6%)
(16.6%)

Chart B6: Type of premises of law firm in the survey

Observation:
a. Extracted data based on law firm size and premise ownership, refer appendix C.
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Q8: From March 2020, how long are you able to sustain your law practice/branch
with your current reserves without any financial support?
•

1 month

•

2 to 3 months

•

4 to 6 months

•

7 to 9 months

•

10 to 12 months

•

More than 12 months

Respondents were provided with pre-set answers to choose from that best suit their law
practice/branch. Only one answer required per respondent.
(31.1%)
(49.8%)
(15.5%)
3.6%

(1.4%)
(0.8%)
(1.4%)

Chart B7: Law firm sustainability during MCO period

Observation:
a. Extracted data based on law firm size and sustainability, refer appendix D.
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Q9: What is the projected fee income loss for your law practice/branch between
March 2020 to September 2020? (optional)
•

Below RM20,000

•

RM20,000 to RM50,000

•

RM50,001 to R100,000

•

RM100,001 to RM500,000

•

RM500,001 to RM1 million

•

RM1 million to RM1.5 million

•

RM1.5 million to RM2 million

•

RM2 million to RM3 million

•

Above RM3 million

Respondents were provided with pre-set answers to choose from that best suit their law
practice/branch. Only one answer required per respondent. This question is optional to
answer.
Total responses: 777
7.8%
(14%)
(21.9%)
(26.8 %)
(29.5%)
(4.6%)
(1.5%)
(0.3%)
(0.3%)
(1.2%)

Chart B8: Law firm’s projected loss of income
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Q10: Due to financial situation, I am thinking of (you may choose more than 1
answer):
•

Ceasing practice

•

Closing the law practice

•

Downsizing my practice

•

Merging my practice

•

Not making any changes

Respondents were provided with pre-set answers to choose from that best suit their law
practice/branch. More than one answer can be submitted per respondent.

Chart B9: Considerations of law firm owners
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Q11: Share your thoughts based on your answer(s) above.

Respondents may choose to provide feedback that best suit their law practice/branch
based on the answer in Q10.
The result is based on 805 responses.
Below is a summary of the feedback received on this question.
a. In explaining the firms’ inability to sustain for a longer period, the responses
compiled are:
i.

Unable to collect fees during the MCO period other source of income to
cover expenses.

b. In considering downsizing and merging their law firms, respondents indicated
that the reasons for doing so included reducing expenses, overheads or
operational costs. It is noted that there are law firms that have taken steps to
restructure staff salaries, while some firms intend to retrench or not to confirm
employees on probation.
c. There are law firm owners who do not intend to make any drastic changes to
their law firms because they:
i.

value their employees and will try to make ends meet;

ii. have reserves to last a few months;
iii. will reduce expenses, overheads and operational costs, to sustain;
iv. will use savings to sustain, or get assistance from family and friends;
v. will resume with files and fee collection after the MCO is lifted; and
vi. will try to obtain loans from financial institutions, family and friends.
d. In compiling the reasons for ceasing practice, closing, downsizing or merging
their law firm, respondents stated that the challenges faced are:
i.

Sustainability of law practices during the MCO period — loss / reduction
of income, insufficient funds / reserves;

ii. Inability to perform contractual obligations (eg tenancy agreement,
employment contracts, and legal services contracts with clients);
iii. Inability to operate with the closure or minimal operation of a number of
entities that intersect with services offered by the legal sector (as listed
earlier);
iv. Inability to access files to enable remote working due to movement
restrictions;
v. Inability to access office premises for administrative and other important
work to ensure continuity of operations;
Private and Confidential
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vi. Inadequate access to facilities and technology to enable remote working
and remote court hearings / case management (eg computer / laptop, highspeed Internet access, law technology (lawtech) tools);
vii. Lack access to credit facilities, financial aid or funding, including the
PRIHATIN economic stimulus package (due to lack of clarity of whether
small and medium-sized law firms constitute SMEs, and other prohibitive
criteria);
viii. Termination or postponement of legal services contracts by clients;
ix. Personal liability of legal practitioners (the sole proprietorship and
partnership model puts the personal finances and assets of legal
practitioners at risk); and
x.

The legal sector is not considered “essential services”, but at the same time,
law firms are pressured by financial institutions and property developers
to carry out the relevant legal services.

e. In explaining the firms’ inability to sustain for a longer period, the responses
compiled are:
i.

Unable to collect fees during the MCO period, as files are in the office;

ii. Unable to collect fees, as clients are affected as well;
iii. The economic slowdown would affect the legal sector, post-MCO period;
iv. The market was not “good”, even before the MCO period;
v. None or reduced number of files;
vi. Clients cancelling or terminating work, resulting in requests for refund of
fees paid;
vii. Inability to carry out work during the MCO period;
viii. Newly established law firm of less than three months — insufficient work
or clients;
ix. Financial issues — instability, insufficient savings or resources; and
x.

No other source of income to cover expenses.

Observation:
a. Possible risks:
i.

Possible legal actions by clients for non-performance / breach of legal
service contracts;

ii. Possible legal actions by law firm employees, for termination or breach of
employment contracts; and
iii. Possible legal actions by Service providers (eg premises owner,
photocopier company), for breach of contract.
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Q12: Do you intend to retain your pupils in chambers after the MCO period?
•

Yes

•

No

•

Not applicable

Respondents were provided with pre-set answers to choose from that best suit their law
practice/branch. Only one answer required per respondent.
(12.5%)
(13.3%)
(74.2%)

Chart B10: Law firm’s intention to retain pupils
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Q13: Do you intend to recruit, after the MCO period?
•

Legal assistants

•

Pupils in chambers

•

Non-legal staff

•

No, I do not have any intention even before the MCO period.

•

No, due to financial issues arising from the MCO period/COVID-19
situation.

Respondents were provided with pre-set answers to choose from that best suit their law
practice/branch. More than one answer can be submitted per respondent.

Chart B11: Law firm’s intention to recruit post-MCO Period
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C. LAW PRACTICE FEEDBACK

Q14: Should the list of Essential Services include the Legal Industry to allow law
firms to operate during the MCO period?
•

Strongly agree

•

Agree

•

Neither agree nor disagree

•

Disagree

•

Strongly disagree

Respondents were provided with pre-set answers to choose from that best suit their law
practice/branch. Only one answer required per respondent.

(16.7%)
(45.1%)
(13.8 %)
(24.4%)

Chart B12: Respondent’s vote to include Legal Industry as Essential Services
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Q15: What would you want the BC to request from the Government for the Legal
Industry?

Respondents may choose to provide feedback that best suit their law practice/branch.
Below is a summary of the feedback received on this question based on 691 responses.
a. Concerning law firm operations during MCO period:
i.

Allow law firms to operate (either fully or limited operation hours);

ii. Allow law firms to operate and exceptions should be given for trials and
hearing as it involves client’s attendance;
iii. Allow permission to travel to meet clients;
iv. Do not allow legal firms to operate until the end of the extended MCO
Period;
v. Allow legal firms to operate before the MCO is over, raises concerns of
spreading the virus. If legal firms are allowed to operate (with SOP
measures imposed);
vi. Attend to clients for signing with precautions.
b. Concerning law firm’s operational expenses/overhead:
i.

Exemption or reduced EPF to reduce operating cost;

ii. To allow retrenchments and pay reduction;
iii. Allow annual leave to be contra with 50% of MCO Period working days;
iv. Exception of payment of EPF, SOCSO, Sip and PCB for at least 1 year
after MCO is lifted.
c. Concerning Bar Council and State Bar payments, and PII:
i.

Waiver of all statutory payments under the LPA;

ii. Waiver of law firm insurance premium;
iii. Consider to waiver any other form of penalty.
d. Concerning land offices, LHDN, IRB, CCM and Commissioner for Oaths:
i.

Reduce ad valorem stamp duty for MOT and financier bank’s housing loan
documentation (reduce burden on client);

ii. Allow land office, LHDN, Commissioner for Oath to operate;
iii. Revert to RPGT, after year 5;
iv. Reduction in CP500 instalments;
v. Waiver of quit rent assessment for 2020;
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vi. Tax reduction and/or exemption and/or relief;
vii. An extension of time of 6 months for payment of CP500 instalment;
viii. Waiver of late penalty for filing, stamping and the like;
ix. Allow law firms to claim more tax-deductible expenses in 2020;
x.

Consider waiver of any other form of penalty;

xi. Blanket provision for extension of time (litigation, stamping, CCM filing,
land office filing, construction, property development etc);
xii. More online services.
e. Concerning financial assistance:
i.

Provide financial assistance - grants and loans;

ii. Provide zero or low interest loans without collateral;
iii. Special grant for new and small firms, including sole proprietors;
iv. To provide a 6 months minimum monthly basic financial sustainability
income of about RM500 to RM1,000 to ensure survival of a sole proprietor
and his dependants through this period of time;
v. Postponement of all kinds of loan repayments to financial institution for a
period of at least 1 year.
f. Concerning legislation:
i.

Parliament to quickly enact COVID-19 (Temporary Measures) Act,
similar to Singapore;

ii. Allow legal services as essential services;
iii. Change of Evidence Act to allow digitising of documents so that old
documents can be disposed of;
iv. Clear law allowing remote witnessing of contracts;
v. ROC 2012 should be amended.
g. Concerning the Government:
i.

Make changes to the unnecessary spending on the Government budget that
proves to be useless during the fight against COVID-19;

ii. Give clearer guideline on benefits as SME;
iii. Increase quantum and duration of wage subsidy;
iv. To seek special bail-outs or incentives.
h. Concerning the Courts:
i.

Maintain criminal cases to be heard as usual;

ii. Allow Court proceedings via online;
iii. Court work should be permitted;
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iv. Blanket provision for extension of time (litigation, stamping, CCM filing,
land office filing, construction, property development etc);
v. More online services even for local Courts;
vi. Normalise / improve case managements through e-review so that we can
avoid going to Court physically for cases that have proceeded beyond the
initiation stages;
vii. Funding to Court to enhance Video conferencing facilities;
viii. To request the Court to give clear direction with regards to auction cases.
i. Other issues/information/suggestions:
i.

Bar Council should donate money to verified COVID-19 NGO’s or funds;

ii. To digitalise the legal practice;
iii. To provide budget for legal aid;
iv. No need to seek help from the Government
v. Increase Legal Aid fund for lawyers assisting unaffordable persons in all
criminal cases from remand, trials and appeals, as well as women in civil
divorce cases;
vi. Waiver or discount on utility bills especially TNB & Unifi;
vii. The Government to expedite projects under the Government such as
housing projects by PRIMA, SPNB, state govt etc to help firms getting
quick projects and works to undertake and can expect quick revenue to
come in;
viii. To curb developers for promoting and giving discounts on solicitor’s fees.

Q16: Since the MCO period, what have you done so far to support or prepare
yourself for the future?

Respondents may choose to provide feedback that best suit their law practice/branch.
Below is a summary of the feedback received on this question based on 707 responses.
a. Prepare for cessation of practice;
b. Look for alternative employment or business opportunities;
c. Calming staff and attending to their enquiries;
d. Continue engaging with clients to provide support, keeping rapport;
e. Create awareness;
f. Working remotely from home;
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g. Save moratorium given by financier;
h. Identify files to close/cease acting for clients where no fees have been paid;
i. Plan expenses, saving money to pay salaries and overheads;
j. Enhance knowledge by taking online courses, research etc;
k. Using technology to enhance online presence;
l. Apply for loans;
m. Self-improvement;
n. Inform staff of possible pay cut or retrenchment;
o. Revise firm’s precedent documents;
p. Change in lifestyle;
q. Chase payments from clients;
r. Diversify the firm’s investment;
s. Prepare for retirement;
t. Source for other income or loan;
u. Conduct webinars;
v. Online marketing as extra income;
w. Grab rider;
x. Educate and assist staff to work remotely from home;
y. Continue YBGK service;
z. Meeting via online platform;
aa. Preparing for the worst global economy;
bb. Fill my time with prayers;
cc. Status quo;
dd. Saving measures.
ee. Discussion with other lawyers for possible mergers;
ff. Prepare to work from home on a more permanent basis;
gg. Planning to reduce need for an office premise;
hh. Planning to go online through website, online conferencing, preparing for
possibility of Trials/Hearings moving online;
ii. Criticising the Bar Council;
jj. Unprepared and may not be able to sustain;
kk. Contemplating/unsure with the future;
ll. Not doing anything.
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Q17: Have you applied for the Government Special Relief Fund under
PRIHATIN and PRIHATIN PLUS, which includes special loans for SMEs
and packages for SME employees earning less than RM4,000? If yes, was
your application successful (how much was approved and is it sufficient)?

Respondents may choose to provide feedback that best suit their law practice/branch.
Below is a summary of the feedback received on this question based on 832 responses.
a. The issues that kept repeating in the feedback are:
i.

Difficulty accessing websites to apply for government grants or subsidies,
ie Employee Provident Fund (“EPF”), Social Security Organisation
(“SOCSO”) and others;

ii. No clear confirmation whether law firms are considered as Small Medium
Enterprise (“SME”);
iii. No clear guideline for law firms to apply SME Loans and Wage Subsidy
Programme;
iv. Unable to access documents or law firm rubber stamp, which are located
in the office;
v. Unable to apply for Wage Subsidy Program (“WSP”) for reasons of:
.1 Law firm do not qualify since date of establishment is between
January to March 2020;
.2 Law firm is still pending SOCSO account since it was set up in
December 2020;
.3 Law firm does not have a SOCSO account and has not been making
contribution;
.4 Salary of lawyer exceeds RM4,000 making the law firm ineligible to
apply for WSP.
vi. Respondents do not want to incur additional loan interest by taking SME
Loan;
vii. Respondents uncertain of ability to make repayment of SME Loan if
approved for the loan;
viii. Sole proprietors and law firms with part time staff do not qualify for WSP;
ix. Respondents are worried about the terms and conditions set by banks in
acquiring the loans.
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b. A small fraction of 1.3% of law firms/branches did not qualify for SME Loans.
c. Approximately 9.8% stated that their application for loan was approved. Of
which, two respondents stated the amount as RM250,000 and RM300,000
respectively. The other respondents whom revealed a smaller amount (less than
RM1,000) stated that it was insufficient; it is not possible to identify which
Stimulus Package these respondents are referring to.

Q18: How can Bar Council assist you in maintaining/improving your law practice
in the next six months (post MCO period)?
Q19: How can Bar Council assist you in maintaining/improving your law practice
in the next 12 months (post MCO period)?

Q18 and Q19 are combined as it is observed that there are identical answers.
Respondents may choose to provide feedback that best suit their law practice/branch.
Below is a summary of the feedback received for these questions based on 1,239
responses.
a. Issues concerning Bar Council and State Bar payments, and PII:
i.

Waiver of payments due under the LPA;

ii. Exempt or reduce insurance fee;
iii. Waiver of renewal fees at state bar level;
iv. Moratorium for subscription;
v. To refund the annual fees paid for this MCO period;
vi. Waive all subscription fees for two years.
b. Issues concerning financial assistance:
i.

Bar Council to assist law firms in getting grants and loans;

ii. Provide financial assistance;
iii. Inform the Government on the importance of granting loans to law firms;
iv. Provide allowance;
v. Provide grants for the purpose of payment of rental and utilities;
vi. Lobby the Government to include law firms in all relief plans involving
SME etc;
vii. Consider utilising LawCare Fund to assist members;
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viii. Stimulus package for law firms;
ix. Speedy release of the Relief Fund;
x.

Allow us to be given one off payment by Bar Council;

xi. Concerning law firm operations;
xii. Include areas of law in the list of firms in Bar Council website;
xiii. Share ideas how legal firms can sustain;
xiv. Incoming files to work on and thus earning own income;
xv. Allow reduction of working days;
xvi. Free advertisement to law firms to advertise on Malaysian Bar website;
xvii. Allow deduction of staff salary in line with working days;
xviii. To seek exemption or reduction from the Government/GLC for direct
overhead costs;
xix. The Government to consider waiving EPF contributions for both employer
and employee.
c. Issues concerning the Courts:
i.

Push for e-Review court online;

ii. Push the Courts to be more efficient;
iii. More updates regarding the Courts in terms of mobility and case
management;
iv. Continuous engagement to move towards completely online submissions,
applications, payments, CMs, hearings etc.
d. Issues concerning CPD:
i.

Make CPD events free;

ii. To have more seminars for directors/ shareholders of PLC on what they
should be aware of during the potential merging, amalgamation,
acquisition, restructuring etc from legal points of view during this
economic downturn
e. Issues concerning conveyancing practice:
i.

Set standard sale and purchase agreements;

ii. Ministry of Housing need to impose strict rules to all developers to pay
fees according to SRO;
iii. Stop “agent-law firm” practice in conveyancing area;
iv. To discuss with the LPPSA to review their checklist for application for
panel ship so that it is not as strict as the Bank and to allow the firm with
1 to 2 years in practice to be eligible for panel ship so that law firms can
have a chance;
v. Banks to increase their fees to lawyers and not to bargain.
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f. Issues concerning land offices, LHDN, IRB, CCM and Commissioner for Oaths:
i.

Negotiate for lower income tax rates;

ii. Abolish RPGT for properties sold above 5-years;
iii. Lobby the Government to include law firms in all relief plans involving
income tax etc;
iv. Push land offices to be more efficient;
v. More updates regarding the Land Office in terms of mobility;
vi. Ensure GST not reintroduced;
vii. Retention of service tax;
viii. Abolish RPGT (CKHT).
g. Issues concerning legislation and rules:
i.

Relook at advertising rule;

ii. Amend practice rules such as on sharing of premises and deploying
technology;
iii. To implement Solicitors Remuneration Order strictly;
iv. Change Group Law practice to allow firms with branches to get into GLP.
h. Issues for Bar Council to consider:
i.

To continue providing information to members;

ii. Assigning of cases from Bar Council;
iii. To organise more dialogues/discussions with a primary focus on small firm
practice to identify their problems as these small firms will be the hardest
hit post MCO period;
iv. To assign legal aid cases to sustain the fixed costs;
v. Implement Common Bar Course immediately so that we can limit the
number and improve quality of incoming new practitioners;
vi. Stop touting.
i. Other issues/information/suggestions:
i.

To recommend some non-contested Divorce clients or probate clients to
my law practice;

ii. YBGK to expedite the payments of claims of all YBGK lawyers even
during the MCO Period;
iii. BC is doing a good job and to keep it up;
iv. Do not think that BC could help much;
v.

To allow signing of documents via video call should - lawyers must ensure
client sign correct documents.
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D. PRACTICE AREA – LITIGATION

Q20: Do you have any matters to file in court (e-Filing, e-Review, hardcopy
submissions) between 18 Mar 2020 to 30 Apr 2020?
•

Yes

•

No

•

Not applicable

Respondents were provided with pre-set answers to choose from that best suit their law
practice/branch. Only one answer required per respondent.

(68.1%)
(18%)
(13.9 %)

Chart B13: Litigation files pending between 18 Mar 2020 to 30 Apr 2020
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Q21: How many files are affected during this period?
•

1 to 10 files

•

11 to 20 files

•

21 to 50 files

•

51 to 100 files

•

More than 100 files

•

Not applicable

Respondents were provided with pre-set answers to choose from that best suit their law
practice/branch. Only one answer required per respondent.
3.6%

3.2%

(47.9%)
(18.8%)
(11.4%)
(3.6%)
(3.2%)
(15.1%)

Chart B14: Litigation files pending between 18 Mar 2020 to 30 Apr 2020
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Q22: Did you manage to file the matters in court (e-Filing, e-Review, hardcopy
submissions) during the MCO period?
•

Yes

•

No

•

Not applicable

Respondents were provided with pre-set answers to choose from that best suit their law
practice/branch. Only one answer required per respondent.

(36.6%)
(35.3%)
(28.1%)

Chart B15: Law firm’s litigation file progress during MCO period
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Q23: Share your thoughts and experience based on your answers in 20 to 22.

Respondents may choose to provide feedback that best suit their law practice/branch.
Below is a summary of the feedback received on this question based on 516 responses.
a. Issues faced, based on 516 responses:
Access to documents
- Files at the office

26%

MCO restriction
- Unable to go to the office to use facilities (eg
printer, internet) and access to e-Filing device

30%

Other party’s lawyer was cooperative (ie did not
raise objections eg to extension of time)

1%

Other party’s lawyer was not cooperative (ie raised
objections eg to extension of time)

0%*

Unable to affirm affidavit
- the office of the Commissioner for Oath is closed
- unable to discuss with client about the affidavit

12%

Not practical
- Most of the documents require third party’s
(including opponent) actions before it can be
finalised and filed

5%

The Court’s responsiveness

24%

LHDN’s responsiveness

2%

Total

100%

Note *Feedback from 2 respondents.
Table B2
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Comment:
1. Not able to serve physical documents to the other party after e-Filing.
Document was served by email but this is not accepted or deemed as
proper service.
2. E-Filing token should have a reminder system prior to the expiry.
3. Old cases not in e-Review. Easier if notifications were sent by email to
the firm.
4. The judiciary should suspend e-Filing for existing cases save and except
for extreme urgency Court e filing & e review systems should be
improved.
5. Respondents experience: Court decided to bring forward deadline for
filing and service of submission by 2 weeks to mid-May 2020. Request
to maintain earlier date (June 2020) was denied.

b. Breakdown of the Court’s responsiveness, based on 124 responses:
Extension of time allowed

27%

Helpful

28%

Unhelpful

16%

Uncontactable

9%

Late response

12%

No direction

8%

Total

100%

Table B3

c. Breakdown of LHDN’s responsiveness, based on 10 responses:
Contactable

30%

Uncontactable

40%

Helpful

30%
Total

100%

Table B4
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Q24: Would you consider the idea of conducting a hearing (not full trial) via video
conferencing?
•

Strongly agree

•

Agree

•

Neither agree nor disagree

•

Disagree

•

Strongly disagree

Respondents were provided with pre-set answers to choose from that best suit their law
practice/branch.
(12%)
(27.4%)
(25.1%)
(20.8%)
(14.7%)

Chart B16: Poll on conducting hearing via video conferencing

Observation:
a. Extracted data based on law firm size agreeable to conduct hearing (not full trial)
via video conferencing, refer appendix E.
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Q25: Share your thoughts/concerns based on your answer above (even if you are
not involved in litigation practice).

Respondents may choose to provide feedback that best suit their law practice/branch.
Below is a summary of the feedback received on this question based on 484 responses.
a. Issues from respondents, based on 484 responses:
Poor internet speed
Lack facilities (eg private
room, desktop/laptop)

18%
14%%

Not IT Savvy

2%

Documents
- No access to files
- Need to prepare early

8%

Practicality

42%

The Court

15%
Total

100%

Table B5

b. Breakdown of practicality issues, based on 205 responses:
Practical

59%

Not practical

41%

Total

100%

Table B6
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Comment:
1. Good to have video conferencing for case management (which do not fall
under e-Review), hearing of uncontested matters (probate, bankruptcy,
divorce and other uncontested interlocutory or originating suits) and for
judges to deliver decision.

c. Breakdown of Court issues, based on 75 responses:
Prefer face-to-face hearing

47%

Must have proper SOP

27%

Schedule hearings regularly

13%

Unhelpful

7%

Need to improve e-Review
system

7%

Total

100%

Table B7
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Q26: Would you consider the idea of conducting a full trial via video
conferencing?
•

Strongly agree

•

Agree

•

Neither agree nor disagree

•

Disagree

•

Strongly disagree

Respondents were provided with pre-set answers to choose from that best suit their law
practice/branch. Only one answer required per respondent.
(4.8%)
(12.2%)
(21.8%)
(31.6%)
(29.6%)
4.8%

Chart B17: Poll on conducting full trial via video conferencing

Observation:
a. Extracted data based on law firm size agreeable to conduct full trial via video
conferencing, refer appendix F.
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Q27: Share your thoughts/concerns based on your answer above (even if you are
not involved in litigation practice).

Respondents may choose to provide feedback that best suit their law practice/branch.
Below is a summary of the feedback received on this question based on 311 responses.
a. Issues from respondents, based on 311 responses:
Poor internet speed

17%

Lack facilities (e.g. private
room, desktop/laptop)

16%

Not IT Savvy

2%

To expedite cases

5%

Documents
- No access to files
- Need to prepare early

5%

Practicality

55%
Total

100%

Table B8

b. Breakdown of practicality issues, based on 171 responses:
Practical

20%

Not practical

80%

Total

100%

Table B9
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Q28: If you have contacted the Courts during the MCO period, please share
your experience?

Respondents may choose to provide feedback that best suit their law practice/branch.
Below is a summary of the feedback received on this question based on 153 responses.
a. Issues from respondents, based on 153 responses:
Helpful

31%

Unhelpful

10%

Contactable

39%

Uncontactable

20%

Total

100%

Table B10

Q29: How can Bar Council assist you in your practice area in the next six
months (post MCO period)?
Q30: How can Bar Council assist you in your practice area in the next 12 months
(post MCO period)?

Q29 and Q30 are combined as it is observed that there are identical answers.
Respondents may choose to provide feedback that best suit their law practice/branch.
Below is a summary of the feedback received on these questions based on 636
responses.
a. Issues concerning the Courts:
i.

In general, BC to work with the Courts/Judiciary;

ii. Ensure Courts are working efficiently in providing their services;
iii. Stop e-filing during MCO period;
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iv. Work with the Courts and e-filing service provider to ensure their e-system
is improved;
v. Courts to Schedule cases without burdening lawyers fixing dates without
giving lawyers space to breathe;
vi. Reduce filing Fees;
vii. Improve court’s process and operations during MCO for certain areas of
law (eg LA, probate, auctions, criminal);
viii. Get Courts to update their operational and administrative information;
ix. Courts to be lenient to lawyers who are unable to comply to Courts
directions during MCO period (eg cannot scan or print documents
therefore cannot file documents as directed) and provide waivers;
x.

To forgo compliance with the law (since can’t comply with the Rules
(deadline and timelines) and provisions of laws;

xi. Agree to e-Hearing/Trials;
xii. Not agreeable to e-Hearing/Trials as it is not practical;
xiii. The Industrial Court to exempt timelines, deadlines and compliance with
the other provisions of the related laws.
b. Issues relating to the Government:
i.

In general, BC to work with the Government;

ii. To clarify matters, eg bank's policy on penalty charges, redemption
calculation (for conventional and Islamic facilities), whether during MCO
period can still proceed doing work for company loan and bank loans
matters;
iii. BC to work with Law Minister and/or the Judiciary or the Government on
passing a new Act or Directives on affected areas of laws (eg Covid Act);
iv. To look into law firm's immediate business needs, eg create competitive
market by doing away with bank panel ship, get utilities companies to
waive bills/charges, get owners to waive rents and late payment interest;
v. The Government to look into employment related matters to ensure firm’s
sustainability post-MCO, eg retrenching staff, reducing salary;
vi. To allow law firms to open;
vii. To disallow firms to open during MCO period;
viii. Tax exemption for any legal education paid;
ix. To give financial assistance/loans.
c. Issues for Bar Council to consider:
i.

To provide financial assistance/loans to members;

ii. To exempt/reduce/waiver of subscriptions payable under the LPA;
iii. To refund fees paid;
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iv. To extend deadlines for fees;
v. To get exemption/reduction/waiver or delay payments for PII;
vi. PII Scheme panel solicitor not to ask for fees for ongoing claim matters;
vii. To issue circulars to solicitors informing them not object on technicalities
and to cooperate with each other;
viii. To go easy on lawyers during MCO period if rules are broken;
ix. To assist lawyers to become tech savvy:
x.

To listen to lawyers to provide guidance or help;

xi. To provide updates on all MCO and related matters;
xii. To negotiate with service providers:
.1 For free access to legal research engines;
.2 For tech packages.
xiii. To allow lawyers to advertise;
xiv. To refer work to law firms;
xv. To allow firms to operate virtually;
xvi. To work with the land offices to go easy on timelines and penalties;
xvii. To fix market price and avoid fee slashing amongst peers;
xviii. To revamp the law practice group to allow more lawyers to pull together
and share resources and minimise operational costs.
xix. To get certification and development of accounting software specifically
for legal firms sanctioned by BC.
xx. BC to act as an escrow body to receive fee from clients to ensure fee fund
paid to legal firms once work done or milestone achieved.
xxi. To minimise printing (bulk or expenses) and everything refer to softcopy
as filed in the system.
xxii. To carry out a survey 1-month post-MCO.
xxiii. On CPD matters:
.1 To provide free seminars on general maters;
.2 To increase CPD points;
.3 To reduce fees or make courses free.
xxiv. On conveyancing matters:
.1 Set standard agreements for normal transactions;
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d. Issues concerning land offices:
i.

To go easy with timelines and penalties;

ii. To update on their operational and administrative information;
iii. To upgrade their system.
e. Other issues/information/suggestions:
i.

Waive or delay payment for audit fee;

ii. Start charging fees for YBGK matters;
iii. BC to help segregate files for YBGK matters.
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E. PRACTICE AREA – CONVEYANCING

Q32: How many files do you have pending at the law practice/branch?
•

1 to 10 files

•

11 to 20 files

•

21 to 50 files

•

51 to 100 files

•

More than 100 files

•

Not applicable

Respondents were provided with pre-set answers to choose from that best suit their law
practice/branch. Only one answer required per respondent.
6.9%
(28%)
(20.2%)
(24.1%)
(8.7%)
(6.9%)
(12.1%)

Chart B18: Conveyancing files affected between 18 Mar to 30 Apr 2020
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Q32: If you have contacted financial institution, land offices, CCM and LHDNM
during the MCO period, please share your experience.

Respondents may choose to provide feedback that best suit their law practice/branch.
Below is a summary of the feedback received on this question based on 260 responses.
a. Financial institutions, based on 205 responses:
Contactable

18%

Uncontactable

40%

Helpful

6%

Unhelpful

29%

Late response

7%

Total

100%

Table B11

b. Land office, based on 237 responses:
Contactable

3%

Uncontactable

86%

Helpful

1%

Unhelpful

8%

Late response

2%

Total

100%

Table B12
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c. CCM, based on 136 responses:
Contactable

4%

Uncontactable

81%

Helpful

4%

Unhelpful

10%

Late response

1%

Total

100%

Table B13

d. Commissioner for Oaths – uncontactable
e. Developers – difficulty to obtain feedback or to contact
f. Jabatan Ukur dan Pemetaan Malaysia – uncontactable
g. LPPSA – uncontactable

Q33: What are the top three issues you face during the MCO period?

Respondents may choose to provide feedback that best suit their law practice/branch.
Below is a summary of the feedback received on this question based on 362 responses.
a. Issues concerning clients:
i.

Taking advantage to defer payment until after MCO Period;

ii. No new clients;
iii. Asking for refund of fees paid;
iv. Difficulty to liaise with clients;
v. Not IT savvy;
vi. Concerned with delivery of vacant possession;
vii. Unreasonable demands.
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b. Issues concerning deadlines:
i.

Worried about completion period;

ii. Stamping date;
iii. Instructions in letter of offer which has to be accepted within a certain time
frame.
c. Issues concerning LHDN:
i.

Issuance of stamp duty;

ii. Limited operation hours;
iii. Late response.
d. Issues concerning working from home:
i.

No facilities to work from home;

ii. Too many distractions;
iii. Unable to access documents at the office.
e. Other issues/information/suggestions:
i.

Legal firms operating illegally;

ii. Health and safety;
iii. Financial;
iv. The Government – no clear directive;
v. Unable to adjudicate documents;
vi. Issues concerning the other party’s lawyer – unable to check balance
purchase price (no access to documents);
vii. Unable to communicate with the developer.
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Q34: How can Bar Council assist you in your practice area in the next six
months (post MCO period)?
Q35: How can Bar Council assist you in your practice area in the next 12 months
(post MCO period)?

Q34 and Q35 are combined as it is observed that there are identical answers.
Respondents may choose to provide feedback that best suit their law practice/branch.
Below is a summary of the feedback received on these questions based on 237
responses.
a. Issues concerning LHDN:
i.

Expedite responses/request;

ii. Improve online submission systems;
iii. Exemption of tax;
iv. Reduce tax, especially for small firms;
v. Blanket provision for extension of time;
vi. Unable to carry out any online filing, searches etc;
vii. To operate online.
b. Issues concerning financial institutions:
i.

Request that Banks be more lenient with assessment of panel ship for
Documentation Solicitors;

ii. Consider to reduce the loan interest;
iii. Not to suspend law firm for not being able to pay during MCO period;
c. Issues concerning the Government:
i.

Allow relevant offices to start operating;

ii. Prepare guideline/SOP to perform legal works during MCO;
iii. Social distancing - unable to meet clients to sign cause papers and thereby
unable to collect fees;
iv. Eliminate and make exemption RPGT for vendor to dispose off his/her
property within 5 years;
v. To include law firms in all relief plans involving SME;
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vi. The Government to sponsor trainings and professional accreditation
programs that would widen scope of work for lawyers.
vii. MATRADE to give grants to attend courses and marketing grants to
market legal services overseas
d. Issues concerning the Courts:
i.

Introduce relevant Rulings;

ii. Be more lenient in terms of filing, fixing date for trial and so on where
after we are fully release from MCO;
iii. Not allowing public to attend hearings;
iv. More online services even for the local courts (e-Management for all levels
of court);
v. Upgrade e-Filing system;
vi. Adjourn matters - amend schedule;
vii. Blanket provision for extension of time;
viii. Concern with regards to submitting Written Submissions etc
e. Issues concerning legislation:
i.

Amend Evidence Act to allow digitising of documents so that old
documents can be disposed of;

ii. To allow signing via video conferencing and issue guidelines to safeguard
fraud or forgery for example, to register with Bar Council or any relevant
authorities before signing via video conferencing, only to use certain video
conferencing applications, to record the process of signing.
f. Issues concerning land offices:
i.

To operate online;

ii. Get extension of time on the presentation and payment;
iii. Blanket provision for extension of time;
g. Issues and suggestions for Bar Council to consider:
i. Negotiate with all parties to have new deadlines;
ii. Provide clear directives to Members of the Bar and not imposing penalty
interest on fault not attributable to the parties due to MCO;
iii. Recommending and passing hybrid (civil + syariah litigation) files / cases
and civil files;
iv. Form special committee to look into e-signature and digital attestation;
v. Allow remote witnessing of contracts;
vi. Allow the subscription application portal bar web to operate as usual;
vii. Provide free advertisement of firms in Bar Council website and other
relevant appropriate websites to get more clients;
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viii. Prepare a circular or notice explaining the situation of why law firms
cannot fully operate and the effect on the ongoing file - to share with clients
to make them understand the delay of their files;
ix. Reduce Bar Council subscription payment and negotiate lower insurance
premium;
x. Sponsor related trainings and professional accreditation programs;
xi. Remove some restrictions in LPA as it is already outdated;
xii. Extend some financial aid to get through the next few months;
xiii. Set up an arbitration centre for members to settle extensions
xiv. Understand members’ problems, not only from financial aspect but
mentally as well. There is so much of uncertainty;
xv. Recommend bank/financial institutions to give loan to small firm;
xvi. Execution via video conference / online signing;
xvii. Keep Members posted;
xviii. Flexibility to work from home;
xix. Subscribe to online libraries;
xx. Loosen the marketing ruling;
xxi. Platform for free legal resources for members;
xxii. Business matching with other firms to merge or share staff;
xxiii. Find more business for legal firms;
xxiv. Better insurance scheme that would cover law firm during this type issue
in the future;
xxv.New Law Practice like Singapore;
xxvi. No commission to agents / bankers;
xxvii. Be responsive and pick up calls or reply email whenever questions posted
to them. If members are blamed for delay, for example, BC must step in
and help. If members are sued or complained, for example, client having
to pay late payment interest, late delivery interest, non-completion of work
within timeline set etc, BC must help members to null and void such suits
and complaints;
xxviii. To provide small business centre with facilities;
xxix. Issue rules that will address the practical aspect of the pandemic such as
method to receive service of physical documents;
xxx. To actively educate members that this is the time to embrace empathy
instead of directing clients to benefit from the grief of others arising/related
to the pandemic;
xxxi. Lack of guidance in relation to social media publicity. Social media
marketing shall be allowed with more liberty but regulated to prevent
abuse and maintain a level playing field;
xxxii. More online courses emphasizing on rebuilding career and good office
management;
xxxiii. Engage with the public, the Government, corporate sector, private sector,
financial institutions, developers etc not to penalize Members for nonperformance and under performance during MCO period;
xxxiv. Dedicated hotlines and emails of relevant committees to handle inquiries
and suggestions of members or get relevant governmental departments to
have dedicated hotlines and emails to answer members' inquiries;
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xxxv. Waive subscription fees that has been paid and for next year;
xxxvi. To conduct CPD free of charge.
h. Other issues/information/suggestions:
i.

Commissioner for Oaths to operate online;

ii. Blanket provision for extension of time at CCM, construction companies,
property development etc);
iii. Granting extension of time for Conveyancing matters;
iv. Business matching with other firms to merge or share staff;
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F. SPECIALISED AREA

Q36: What are the top three issues you face during the MCO period?

Respondents may choose to provide feedback that best suit their law practice/branch.
Below is a summary of the feedback received on this question based on 407 responses.
a.

Issues concerning office administration and working from home:
i.

Limited access to court files.

ii.

Unable to practice from home.

iii.

Unable to work properly.

iv.

Issuing cheques.

v.

Conducting due diligence.

vi.

IT issues.

vii.

Too many physical documents.

viii. Authorities demanding rubber stamp.
ix.

Adjusting to technology as a mode of working from home.

x.

Unable to do accounts – system in the office.

xi.

Unable to access conveyancing bank system – system in the office;

xii.

Unable to collect fees;

xiii. Expenses remain high;
xiv. To sustain and pay overheads/operational costs;
xv.

Managing and coordinating legal work;

xvi. Communication;
xvii. Employees not alert when employer call or message them during their stay
home;
xviii. Difficulty in service of documents/cause papers to solicitors;
xix. Difficulty in acceptance of service documents or cause papers;
xx.

Servicing hard copies of written submission, affirming affidavits;

xxi. Efficiency slow down;
xxii. Lack resources.
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xxiii. Adjusting to mental and emotional challenges in keeping with schedule
due to facilities at home and space.
xxiv. Unable to provide full service;
b. Issues concerning financial situation:
i.

Required to furnish unnecessary reports;

ii. Unable to complete loan documents.
c.

Issues concerning land offices:
i.

Unable to register documents, conduct searches etc;

ii. No dedicated email to communicate.
d. Issues concerning the Courts:
i.

Vacating hearing dates, filing and serving written submission;

ii. E-Filling issues;
iii. Unable to file documents because cannot find a Commissioner for Oath;
iv. Delays and postponements of litigation matters resulting in late payments
by clients;
v. No dedicated email to communicate;
vi. Getting Courts to respond to e-Filing done;
vii. The need to comply with the Court of Appeals deadlines.
e.

Issues concerning LHDN:
i.

Closure of outlets making it impossible to make the necessary payments,
stamp documents etc;

ii. Affects the deadlines to stamp documents;
iii. No dedicated email address to communicate.
f.

Issues concerning clients:
i.

Limited access to reach client;

ii. Unable to reach client;
iii. Client affected by MCO thus having financial issues in turn affects the law
firm;
iv. Parties unable to meet to resolve issues (requires gentle handling of the
matter);
v. Unable to deal with new clients for cases;
vi. Unable to market the firm;
vii. Collection of payment/fee;
viii. Unable to get client’s signature;
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ix. Complaints from clients;
x.

Difficulty to serve papers;

xi. Pressure from clients to complete cases in accordance with agreement
notwithstanding MCO is in force;
xii. Timeline for conveyancing matters resulting in late payments by clients;
xiii. Communication.
g. Other issues/information/suggestions:
i. Unable to get Commissioner for Oath to affirm documents;
ii. Lawyers or law firms do not reply to emails;
iii. Unreasonable vendor’s lawyer;
iv. Confusing announcement from MITI;
v. Witnessing documents;
vi. Liquidity;
vii. MCO not meant to be cessation of work – the Government bodies failed
to take appropriate measures to ensure continued window of
communication available;
viii. Heavy reliance on internet facilities – no alternative to communicate with
the other party who are “unwired”;
ix. Abortion of KIV matters;
x. Completion of matters;
xi. Transactions with municipal councils and JMB, developers;
xii. Continuity of contractual obligations;
xiii. New cases would be KIVed under 6 months moratorium;
xiv. For arbitration, concerned that some arbitrators presume business as usual
so no extensions of time for submission;
xv. Computation of completion date;
xvi. Property agents not working resulting in law firms not able to get files;
xvii. Unable to liaise with other firms;
xviii. MyIPO – unable to file online as current system only caters to new
applications;
xix. Unable to issue cease and desist letters;
xx. Payment of penalties;
xxi. To allow video conference for signing of SPA;
xxii. To allow employees to clear all backlog of cases during this critical time.
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Q37: How can Bar Council assist you in your practice area in the next six months
(post MCO period)?
Q38: How can Bar Council assist you in your practice area in the next 12 months
(post MCO period)?

Q37 and Q38 are combined as it is observed that there are identical answers.
Respondents may choose to provide feedback that best suit their law practice/branch.
Below is a summary of the feedback received for these questions based on 461
responses.
a.

Issues concerning Bar Council and State Bar Payments, and PII:
i.

Waive or delay payment of subscription fees;

ii. Waive insurance, PII;
iii. Exempt sole props from payments due;
iv. Leeway or extending the period for renewal;
v. Waive requirements for accountant’s report.
b. Issues concerning practice management and financial situation:
i.

Allow operations through virtual office;

ii. Recommend financial institutions to give loan to small firm;
iii. Provide grants, financial aid or soft loan with no interest of least minimal
interest;
iv. Subsidise rental, electricity and phone bills;
v. Request to EPF, SOCSO, Custom and all government bodies to waive the
interest for late payments;
vi. To request government incentives;
vii. Push for tax relief.
c.

Issues concerning the Courts:
i.

To finish all the hearings before 2020.

ii. To ask for more leniency from the Court in terms of filing, fixing date for
trial etc, after the MCO Period.
iii. Approach the court and discuss on resolving issues of deadlines and
leniency towards members for the files they are handling.
iv. Upgrade EFS system to enable all case managements and hearings for
most cases to be heard before Court by E-review.
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v. Allow lawyers to refer to court documents filed
vi. Request from court to establish a ruling that time frame for filing any cause
papers during MCO Period or few months after MCO Period to be more
flexible or to be given automatic one-month extension.
vii. Any affidavit if need to be filed can be filed without affirmation from
Commissioner for Oaths.
viii. Push for e-Review in L.A. and Probate subsequent CMs.
ix. Impress upon the court to be mindful that law firms have to cope with a lot
of work for many different cases at the same time, post MCO Period - be
reasonable in fixing deadlines. It is also important to give sufficient time
post MCO before hearings are fixed to enable law firms to prepare for
hearings and get instructions from client.
x.

Encourage the courts to adopt remote hearing of cases to maintain social
distancing.

xi. To get the Courts to open.
d. Issues concerning LHDN:
i.

To get extension of time from LHDN on the presentation and payment

ii. Request the government to be friendlier and have skeleton staff to manage
the offices.
iii. To get LHDN offices to open.
e. Issues concerning land offices:
i.

To get extension of time from the land on the presentation.

ii. Request the government to be friendlier and have skeleton staff to manage
the offices.
iii. Enhance the efficiency to process and suggest most of the states and daerah
to have online system – presentation, searches etc.
iv. Negotiate with the land office to waive the penalty fee.
v. To get land offices to open.
f. Issues/suggestions for Bar Council to consider:
i.

To continuously work and deal with the Government and other agencies
that will benefit the Bar;

ii. Conveyancing practice need to be upheld and the Bar need speak and fight
law firms;
iii. Keep updating/clarifying with the Government, the Courts and related
agencies directives;
iv. Provide free advertisement of law firm on Bar Council website and other
relevant appropriate websites to get more clients;
v.

To allow advertisement and marketing;
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vi. Ensure other lawyers understand each other’s difficulties;
vii. Stop all offices from operating and to resume operations after MCO is
lifted;
viii. Request the government to be friendlier and have skeleton staff to manage
the offices;
ix. Restore our profession’s dignity - stop agent-law firm;
x.

Ensure lawyers be able to work as usual;

xi. Set up centre for parties to settle disputes arising from the MCO;
xii. Don’t ask money;
xiii. To get MITI approval for law firms to open office;
xiv. Allow lawyer to do marketing via online/digital technology;
xv. Cut down unnecessary expenses that a lawyer ought to pay, eg activities
such as state/bar game shall be postponed and conduct CPD courses
online;
xvi. Try to promote activities on online platform instead of attending physical
events;
xvii. Train law firms to set up cloud management;
xviii. Support measures to re-open regular working life;
xix. Free seminars and more dialogues with the authorities on giving lawyers
leeway for income tax, loan repayments, reasonable provision for
extension of time etc;
xx. Packages relating to printers/scanner for home use;
xxi. Guidance;
xxii. To allow law firm to downsize, if the need arises;
xxiii. Channel legal works or links to law firms;
xxiv. Ensure the enforcement agencies do not delay enforcement actions after
MCO is lifted. They ought to provide sufficient manpower and resources
to ensure law firms are able to proceed with enforcement actions;
xxv.MyIPO to reduce official fees as the significant increase since January has
caused a huge impact on cash flow;
xxvi. One cannot expect the Bar Council to give handouts like the government
to sustain our upkeep. I guess the legal profession has/ should have more
dignity than to wait for handouts. For me I expect the organisation called
the Bar to stand up for us if we really need it and just not stand up for
personalities, name and fame;
xxvii. Share notes from senior lawyer regarding various issues in civil and
criminal litigation;
xxviii. To negotiate more competitive rates with online search platforms ie Lexis
Nexis, CLJ etc;
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xxix. Negotiate with insurance for policy to cover loss of income for situations
such as Covid-19 or any future such catastrophes.;
xxx.Take steps to provide more training so that legal firms become more
electronically savvy;
xxxi. Liaise on our behalf with the relevant bodies for professional trainings
related to legal practice (example arbitration, adjudication and mediation)
at competitive or reasonable rates;
xxxii. A new law regarding post MCO practice like Singapore;
xxxiii. Inform developers (for conveyancing) to not impose any interest to the
Purchaser due to the current situation;
xxxiv. Help us do away with rubber stamps requirement;
xxxv. Assigned cases with incentive;
xxxvi. Recommending and passing hybrid (civil + syariah litigation) files / cases
and civil files;
xxxvii. Ensure the threshold for bankruptcy and winding up does not change;
xxxviii. Allow all law firms to be a panel of LPPSA;
xxxix. Requests the Government to make law firms as essential services.
xl. To provide hotline for support for financial aid. Especially lawyers / law
firms who intend to cease practice / close firm due to MCO.;
xli. Can Bar Council offer subscribe to CTOS - and allow law firms to have
access, as CTOS subscription is expensive and only big /medium firms can
afford this? For eg Selangor Bar subscribes to Lexis Nexis and provides
access to all its members access to the same.
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G. FEEDBACK ON BAR COUNCIL

Q39: Is Bar Council providing members with sufficient information during the
MCO period/COVID-19 situation?
•

Strongly agree

•

Agree

•

Neither agree nor disagree

•

Disagree

•

Strongly disagree

Respondents were provided with pre-set answers to choose from that best suit their law
practice/branch. Only one answer required per respondent.
(21.7%)
(55.7%)
5%

(16%)
(5%)

1.6%

(1.6%)

Chart B19: Poll on Bar Council’s service
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Q40: What is the best mode of communication to receive updates from Bar
Council (you may choose more than 1 answer)?
•

Emailed circulars

•

Facebook

•

LinkedIn

•

Instagram

•

Telegram

•

Twitter

•

SMS

•

Other

Respondents were provided with pre-set answers to choose from that best suit their law
decision. More than one answer can be submitted per respondent.
Based on 844 responses, the answers are recorded as percentage.
Mode of Communication

Percentage

Emailed circulars

95.1%

SMS

35.1%

Facebook

26.9%

Telegram

8.5%

Twitter

3.8%

LinkedIn

3%

Instagram

3%

WhatsApp

8.8%
Table B15
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Q41: Please tell us how we can assist you better.

Respondents may choose to provide feedback that best suit their law practice/branch.
Below is a summary of the feedback received on this question based on 392 responses.
a. For Bar Council’s action/information:
i.

Good job done so far and to keep up the good work. Thanking the Council
members for a job well done in handling COVID-19 situation by providing
updates (by circular, press statements, FAQ etc) relating to the legal
practice;

ii. To keep updating on the various government agencies decisions due to the
MCO;
iii. To provide clearer guidelines which are coherent with the Judiciary, eg:
.1 whether extension of time (“EOT”) applications are automatically
allowed by courts or must lawyers go through the hassle to e-file the
same in court (when getting the letterheads from office etc may be
an issue);
.2 how to overcome situations where hostile opponents are not
agreeable to EOT;
.3 whether court registrars should be required to grant EOT unless for
extremely exceptional circumstances;
.4 whether service of process, documents or correspondences can be
deemed served by email or WhatsApp when the email address or
phone number between solicitors or opponents have been frequently
and actively used.
iv. BC should be more proactive in protecting members - disappointed BC did
not take prompt action when COVID-19 started getting serious (lawyers
were still required to go to Court);
v. Write to the relevant authorities to allow jogging or exercising alone to
improve or strengthen immunity;
vi. Be sensitive with the current issues faced by members;
vii. To work closely with the Government and give strong recommendations/
SOP on how to proceed with court cases;
viii. BC to give more leverage to legal firms;
ix. Reminder to the BC to serve the members and do the job;
x. To listen to lawyers by using this survey and adopt the best solution to assist
lawyer. Lawyers have idea - take the best and practical approach;
xi. Be a strong Bar Council to represent all lawyers;
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xii. Not to entertain ridiculous complaints by the public. Lawyers see BC as
police who are always looking to keep the public safe instead of taking care
of its members.;
xiii. To stop playing political favours to PH; act in all fairness to all parties;
xiv. To update ruling regarding MCO period in a faster manner so that lawyers
are not confused like in the first phase of MCO period whether to operate
the firm or not;
xv. To provide clear statement and guidelines in respect of press statements
from the Government;
xvi. To speak on behalf of lawyers whenever there are unclear directives from
the Government or baseless complaints from the public;
xvii. To provide free advertisement to firms on BC website and other relevant
appropriate websites to get more clients;
xviii. To get the MCO lifted;
xix. Continue to be responsive and proactive;
xx. To allow lawyer to do marketing via online/digital technology;
xxi. To clarify whether lawyers are allowed to work after 14.04.2020, whether
application for the approval is done directly with MITI or BC will assist
law firms in getting a blanket consent. What will happen if some law firms
obtain approval and otherwise?;
xxii. To put the welfare and livelihood of the lawyers as your key priority and
focus;
xxiii. To consider allowing legal firms to assist State/ Federal Government to
manage this situation;
xxiv. To keep the Secretariat staff safe and well;
xxv. To recommend good online platforms for video conferencing
xxvi. To relax guidelines for closing of firm;
xxvii. To form a special MCO team / committee other than those already in the
BC and continued liaisons with all stakeholders and keep the lawyers
updated;
xxviii. To get related agencies to resume operations in full or limited services;
xxix. Informing BC that law firms have no income coming in and still paying
operational costs;
xxx. To get YBGK office to reopen alternative additional line/email address
directly to HQ YBGK for communication and to get a time line for
remuneration to be banked in as payment;
xxxi. To stop all arrest and detention of undocumented persons (administrative
offence rather than criminal offence);
xxxii. Informing BC of the high cost of meeting clients at remote detention
centres;
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xxxiii. Suggestion to hold meetings with the Governments through video
conferencing to reduce travelling costs to Putrajaya;
xxxiv. To help small firms;
xxxv. Concerns raised about due/completion dates for SPA etc;
xxxvi. To stop the bureaucracy, move along with time, traditional profession with
a modern mindset;
xxxvii. To provide guidance on how to run firms during MCO period in order to
maintain the practice;
xxxviii. To request and ensure that legal practice is included as an essential service;
xxxix. To think of insurance for lawyers for this kind of situation;
xl. Informing BC that the circular informing BC that offices in green zones can
operate is redundant as there are only 3 green zones in Peninsular Malaysia.
Suggest BC informs the ministry that the circular is of no assistance to the
majority of lawyers;
xli. To prioritise safety and health of lawyers and staffs above all instead of
gaining profit during this pandemic situation;
xlii. Request BC/public to comply with Kementerian Kesihatan Malaysia
(“KKM”) instructions in order to break the chain of virus and to prevent
from affecting others especially to legal staffs;
xliii. To look into e-Signature and digital attestation (Digital Signature Act and
Electronic Commerce Act) and amendment of existing laws, to permit
remote execution of documents;
xliv. Informing BC that the guideline to members are informed quite late
sometimes;
xlv. To organise seminar Post-COVID-19 – rebuilding law firm.
b. Issues concerning Bar Council and State Bar payments:
i.

Waive subscriptions and payables under the LPA;

ii. Reduced or waiver of PII premium;
iii. Suspend or exempt membership and insurance for a limited period;
iv. Waiver of state bar payments.
c. Issues concerning financial aid to law firms:
i.

BC to provide financial assistance to law firms and/or special/specific
funds for sole proprietors;

ii. To get financial institutions to approve low interest loans as financial
institutions are normally not interested in financing law firms;
iii. BC to talk to financial institutions;
iv. BC to assist members with applying for loans/funds.
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d. Issues concerning communication between Bar Council and Members:
i.

Create Telegram group app for active Members of the Bar;

ii. Create easy channels to report to BC and quick action and response;
iii. Prefer for BC to send messages via WhatsApp;
iv. To prepare a platform where members can voice out their problems and
ideas;
v. To set up a special task force to attend to calls and queries by members,
immediately;
vi. To provide emails or contact numbers in the event lawyers require any
assistance;
vii. To post on Facebook.
e. Issues concerning communication between Members and Members:
i.

To educate lawyers who are rude to fellow lawyers;

ii. To ensure that all lawyers understand each other’s difficulties;
f. Issues concerning reopening of law firms:
i.

Concerns raised regarding the reopening of firms during the pandemic
outbreak that could affect a person’s health and life, as the number of
infected cases increase. It would be a risk to allow members to work in
this environment. Proper SOP/guideline should be put in place;

ii. All law firms should remain closed until MCO is lifted, including
conveyancing practice;
iii. Allow law firms to operate;
g. Issues concerning the Courts:
i.

To resume the Courts operation in full or limited services.

ii. The Judiciary to impose community service for petty offences (reduce the
need for lawyers to attend mitigation);
iii. To suggest video conferencing for small claims court, housing tribunals,
labour departments and claims less that a certain amount at Industrial
Courts;
iv. To resume Criminal Courts by subjecting all parties to precautionary
measures, ie wearing mask, using hand sanitizers, distancing convicts etc.
h. Issues concerning the Government;
i.

To inform the Government of the difficulties encountered by the legal
sector and urge them to emulate Singapore to pass relevant laws rather than
extending the MCO;

ii. To discuss with the Government to allow law firms to open;
iii. To request extension of wage subsidy programme;
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iv. Allow some relaxation in the Industrial Relation laws.
i. Issues concerning LHDN;
i.

To get LHDN to resume operations in full or limited services.

j. Issues concerning land offices:
i.

To get land offices to resume operations full or limited services.

k. Issues concerning conveyancing practice:
i.

To declare that the duration of MCO should not be counted in computation
of completion date;

ii. To implement Solicitor’s Remuneration Order strictly.

This report is dated 29 May 2020.
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Appendix A – Size of law firm according to years established

8%

4%

< 6 months (9%)
7 to 12 months (9%)
1 to 2 years (14%)
3 to 5 years (24%)
6 to 10 years (13%)
11 to 15 years (10%)
16 to 20 years (9%)
21 to 30 years (8%)
> 30 years (4%)

9%

9%

9%

14%

10%

13%
24%

Chart C1: Law firm with 1 lawyer only

21%

< 6 months (3%)
7 to 12 months (3%)
1 to 2 years (13%)
3 to 5 years (21%)
6 to 10 years (16%)
11 to 15 years (12%)
16 to 20 years (12%)
21 to 30 years (14%)
> 30 years (6%)

16%

12%

13%

3%
3%

12%
6%
14%

Chart C2: Law firm with 2 to 5 lawyers
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21%

10%

16%

3%

< 6 months (3%)
7 to 12 months (6%)
1 to 2 years (1%)
3 to 5 years (21%)
6 to 10 years (9%)
11 to 15 years (13%)
16 to 20 years (16%)
21 to 30 years (21%)
> 30 years (10%)

6%
13%

1%

9%

21%

Chart C3: Law firm with 6 to 10 lawyers

3 to 5 years (13%)
11 to 15 years (27%)
16 to 20 years (13%)
21 to 30 years (20%)
> 30 years (27%)

13%
27%

27%

20%

13%

Chart C4: Law firm with 6 to 10 lawyers
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25%

25%

25%

25%

1 to 2 years (25%)
3 to 5 years (25%)
6 to 10 years (25%)
> 30 years (25%)

Chart C5: Law firm with 16 to 20 lawyers

21 to 30 years (50%)
> 30 years (50%)

50%

50%

Chart C6: Law firm with 21 to 30 lawyers
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16 to 20 years (67%)
21 to 30 years (33%)

33%

67%

Chart C7: Law firm with 31 to 40 lawyers

21 to 30 years (33%)
> 30 years (67%)

33%

67%

Chart C8: Law firm with 41 to 50 lawyers
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21 to 30 years (33%)
> 30 years (67%)

33%

67%

Chart C9: Law firm with 51 to 100 lawyers
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Appendix B – Law firm size based on location

41%

0%
9%

0%

2%
3%

Johore (9%)
K. Lumpur (27%)
Kedah (2%)
Kelantan (1%)
Melaka (3%)
N. Sembilan (4%)
Pahang (2%)
Penang (6%)
Perak (3%)
Perlis (2%)
Putrajaya (0%)
Selangor (41%)
Terengganu (0%)

6%
2%
4%

27%
1%
3%
2%

Chart D1: Law firm with 1 lawyer only

1%
36%

1%
4%

8%

0%
31%

Johore (8%)
K. Lumpur (31%)
Kedah (2%)
Kelantan (1%)
Melaka (2%)
N. Sembilan (3%)
Pahang (3%)
Penang (8%)
Perak (4%)
Perlis (1%)
Putrajaya (0%)
Selangor (36%)
Terengganu (1%)

8%
3%

1%
3% 2% 2%

Chart D2: Law firm with 2 to 5 lawyers
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Johor (4%)
K. Lumpur (45%)
Melaka (4%)
N. Sembilan (1%)
Pahang (3%)
Penang (10%)
Perak (3%)
Selangor (30%)

4%

30%

45%
3%
10%

1%
3%

4%

Chart D3: Law firm with 6 to 10 lawyers

7%

Johore (6%)
K. Lumpur (67%)
Penang (13%)
Putrajaya (7%)
Selangor (7%)

6%

7%

13%

67%

Chart D4: Law firm with 11 to 15 lawyers
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Johore (25%)
K. Lumpur (50%)
Kelantan (25%)
25%

25%

50%

Chart D5: Law firm with 16 to 20 lawyers

K. Lumpur (50%)
Selangor (50%)

50%

50%

Chart D6: Law firm with 21 to 30 lawyers
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K. Lumpur (34%)
Penang (33%)
Selangor (33%)

33%

34%

33%

Chart D5: Law firm with 31 to 40 lawyers

Selangor

100%

Chart D6: Law firm with 41 to 50 lawyers
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K. Lumpur

100%

Chart D7: Law firm with 51 to 100 lawyers

K. Lumpur

100%

Chart D7: Law firm with 101 to 200 lawyers
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Appendix C – Law firm based on premise ownership

Owned – no more loans (11%)
Owned – ongoing bank loan (14%)
Rented/Lease (75%)

11%

14%

75%

Chart E1: Law firm with 1 lawyer only

Owned – no more loans (5%)
Owned – ongoing bank loan (16%)
Rented/Lease (79%)

79%

5%

16%

Chart E2: Law firm with 2 to 5 lawyers
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Owned – no more loans (1%)
Owned – ongoing bank loan (24%)
Rented/Lease (75%)

1%

24%

75%

Chart E3: Law firm with 6 to 10 lawyers

20%

Owned – ongoing bank loan (20%)
Rented/Lease (80%)

80%

Chart E4: Law firm with 11 to 15 lawyers
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Owned – no more loans (25%)
Rented/Lease (75%)
25%

75%

Chart E5: Law firm with 16 to 20 lawyers

Rented/Lease

100%

Chart E6: Law firm with 21 to 30 lawyers
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Owned – ongoing bank loan (67%)
Rented/Lease (33%)

33%

67%

Chart E7: Law firm with 31 to 40 lawyers

Owned – ongoing bank loan

100%

Chart E8: Law firm with 41 to 50 lawyers
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Owned – ongoing bank loan (33%)
Rented/Lease (67%)

33%

67%

Chart E9: Law firm with 51 to 100 lawyers
Rented/Lease

100%

Chart E9: Law firm with 100 to 200 lawyers
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Appendix D – Size of law firm according to sustainability

1 month (32%)
2 to 3 months (46%)
4 to 6 months (18%)
7 to 9 months (0%)
10 to 12 months (2%)
> 12 months (2%)

32%

2%
2% 0%

18%

46%

Chart F1: Law firm with 1 lawyer only

1 month (32%)
2 to 3 months (51%)
4 to 6 months (15%)
10 to 12 months (1%)
> 12 months (1%)

15%

1%
51%

1%

32%

Chart F2: Law firm with 2 to 5 lawyers
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7%
4%
3%
1%

1 month (32%)
2 to 3 months (53%)
4 to 6 months (7%)
7 to 9 months (4%)
10 to 12 months (3%)
> 12 months (1%)

53%

32%

Chart F3: Law firm with 6 to 10 lawyers

2 to 3 months (53%)
4 to 6 months (40%)
> 12 months (7%)

7%

40%

53%

Chart F4: Law firm with 11 to 15 lawyers
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25%

25%

1 month (25%)
2 to 3 months (50%)
4 to 6 months (25%)

50%

Chart F5: Law firm with 16 to 20 lawyers

2 to 3 months

100%

Chart F6: Law firm with 21 to 30 lawyers
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2 to 3 months

100%

Chart F7: Law firm with 31 to 40 lawyers

2 to 3 months

100%

Chart F8: Law firm with 41 to 50 lawyers
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2 to 3 months (34%)
7 to 9 months (33%)
10 to 12 months (33%)

33%

34%

33%

Chart F9: Law firm with 51 to 100 lawyers

1 month (34%)
4 to 6 months (33%)
10 to 12 months (33%)

33%

34%

33%

Chart F10: Law firm with 101 to 200 lawyers
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Appendix E – Law firm size agreeing to online hearing (not full trial)

15%
25%

Agree (25%)
Disagree (20%)
Neither agree nor disagree (27%)
Strongly agree (13%)
Strongly disagree (15%)

13%

20%
27%

Chart G9: Law firm with 1 lawyer only

15%
28%

Agree (28%)
Disagree (22%)
Neither agree nor disagree (24%)
Strongly agree (11%)
Strongly disagree (15%)

11%

24%

22%

Chart G2: Law firm with 2 to 5 lawyers
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Agree (53%)
Disagree (20%)
Neither agree nor disagree (7%)
Strongly agree (20%)

20%

7%
53%

20%

Chart G3: Law firm with 11 to 15 lawyers

Agree (50%)
Disagree (50%)

50%

50%

Chart G4: Law firm with 16 to 20 lawyers
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Agree (50%)
Strongly disagree (50%)

50%

50%

Chart G5: Law firm with 21 to 30 lawyers

Neither agree nor disagree (34%)
Strongly agree (33%)
Strongly disagree (33%)

33%

34%

33%

Chart G6: Law firm with 31 to 40 lawyers
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Neither agree nor disagree

100%

Chart G7: Law firm with 41 to 50 lawyers

Agree (67%)
Strongly agree (33%)

33%

67%

Chart G8: Law firm with 51 to 100 lawyers
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Neither agree nor disagree (33%)
Strongly agree (67%)

33%

67%

Chart G9: Law firm with 101 to 200 lawyers
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Appendix F – Law firm size agreeing to online hearing (full hearing)

Agree (9%)
Disagree (34%)
Neither agree nor disagree (22%)
Strongly agree (6%)
Strongly disagree (29%)

9%

29%

34%
6%

22%

Chart H1: Law firm with 1 lawyer only

Agree (13%)
Disagree (31%)
Neither agree nor disagree (21%)
Strongly agree (4%)
Strongly disagree (31%)

13%

31%

31%
4%

21%

Chart H2: Law firm with 2 to 5 lawyers
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Agree (14%)
Disagree (24%)
Neither agree nor disagree (27%)
Strongly agree (4%)
Strongly disagree (31%)

14%

31%

24%

4%

27%

Chart H3: Law firm with 6 to 10 lawyers

13%
27%

Agree (27%)
Disagree (46%)
Neither agree nor disagree (7%)
Strongly agree (7%)
Strongly disagree (13%)

7%

7%

46%

Chart H4: Law firm with 11 to 15 lawyers
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Disagree (50%)
Neither agree nor disagree (25%)
Strongly disagree (25%)
25%

50%

25%

Chart H5: Law firm with 16 to 20 lawyers

Agree (50%)
Strongly disagree (50%)

50%

50%

Chart H6: Law firm with 21 to 30 lawyers
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Neither agree nor disagree (34%)
Strongly agree (33%)
Strongly disagree (33%)
33%

34%

33%

Chart H7: Law firm with 31 to 40 lawyers

Agree (34%)
Neither agree nor disagree (33%)
Strongly agree (33%)

33%

34%

33%

Chart H8: Law firm with 51 to 100 lawyers
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Disagree (34%)
Neither agree nor disagree (33%)
Strongly agree (33%)
33%

34%

33%

Chart H9: Law firm with 101 to 200 lawyers
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